
LEGENDEX ROGUE M.O.L.L.E
PRODUCT CODE: MR-SETJNY-FT

Suzuki Jimny Folding Table

LEGENDEX.COM.AU (07) 3203 2333



Wear protective clothing including eye wear.
Clean Hands work best.
Disconnect the Battery to ensure you don’t earth out. Or Use an Auto-
electrician.

Once you have unpacked the system from the box make sure you have all parts that are
listed on the packing list below.

CHECK YOUR PACK LIST

COMPONENTS
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IMPORTANT

9mm Drill bit
Hex4 Allen Key
Screwdriver- Flat 
Nutsert’s gun       

TOOLS REQUIRED

1 x ASSEMBLED FOLDING TABLE

10 X M6X30mm ALAN KEY HEAD BOLTS

10 X M6 NUTSERTS

2 X 700mm PARACORD - LEGENDEX RED

1 X FOAM STRIP

1 X PARACORD CLEAT ( SLIDER )



STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Start with double checking you all the correct nut & bolt, and all the components

Next remove the plastic backing
board – use the flat head crew
driver to pop it off- Put aside just in
case you need it later

Double check the Table holes line
up with the Jimny holes

If you like it can be easier to
mount the table, if you separate
the backing board from the drop
table and the blade
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STEP 4
With the 9mm drill bit drill out all the
holes, which are 8mm so it will be easy.
After that apply an anti-rust spray to
the fresh drill holes, (could use paint) 



STEP 5

STEP 6

Now bolt up the table- start at the edges and only do up finger tight, this will allow play, so all the
bolts can be fitted

Fit supplied foam strip to the back
of the backing board 
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STEP 7
Step back and check you are happy with the alignment and all the holes are correct before setting up
the rope ties

STEP 8
On the LH Side thread one end
of the red paracord through
the hole top of the backing
board and knot closely to the
end of paracord.
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STEP 9

STEP 10

On the opposite end thread through
the front of the MOLLE panel. (Thread
from the outside and Knot at your
desired length and cut off excess)
(Carefully sear rope end to prevent
fraying)

On the RH Side thread one end of the
red paracord through the hole on the
front of the MOLLE panel First. (Thread
from the outside and knot on the
inside)

Thread the Para cord through the
Paracord cleat (front hole only)

Then Trim to desired length making
sure the table is at the lowest height
position first.
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FINAL STEPS ONCE M.O.L.L.E. IS MOUNTED

Double check all nuts and bolts are tight.

RE-connect your battery.

You may now start the vehicle and run at idle for a couple of minutes and listen for any

vibration / rattle noises.

Also, re-check tightness of the bolts after 20-50km
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Make sure to join " The Legendex Nation" Facebook group to show off
your rig, share your knowledge and support other legends who share

the same passion for getting off-road and exploring Australia.
 

Be sure to follow us on Instagram @legendex and use the
#legendexnation hashtag on your post to be featured!

 
 


